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Abstract 
 

This presentation provides an example of how Facebook can be used to promote Perceptual 

Control Theory and share its concepts among lay and professional populations around the world.  

Topics discussed include sample posts, the targeting of audiences, the attraction of followers, 

advertising on Facebook, my use of a professional designer, and related costs. 

 

Introduction 
 

I have three online sites: One is a personal Facebook page, another is a website that highlights 

my book Your Behavior, and the third is a Facebook business page.  This paper focuses on the 

Facebook business page and how it is used to (a) help spread the word about Perceptual Control 

Theory (PCT) and its major concepts, and (b) to advertise my book which highlights PCT.   

 

I set up the Facebook business page (that I’ll refer to from now as the “business page” or “the 

page”) during the summer of 2017 with the help of an online specialist.  Since then I have been 

using the page to promote Your Behavior and PCT by reproducing quotes and Highlights from 

the book as well as sharing other information of possible interest to viewers including free 

publications available at my website (richardpfau.com). Starting from zero, the business page 

now has over 1,700 followers.  Postings and advertisements reach these followers and thousands 

of other people each month. 

 

The image below shows what the top of the business page looks like. 
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Sample Posts and Advertisements 

 

Different kinds of posts are made to the business page.  Each month I usually I post two quotes 

and one Highlight from the Your Behavior book.  These are mostly those in which: 

 

- Perceptual Control Theory (PCT) is mentioned directly 

- Concepts central to PCT are shared, but PCT is not mentioned 

- Other quotations from Your Behavior or matters concerning psychology are made, or 

- The book Your Behavior is advertised. 

 

The following sections explain and give examples of each of these kinds of posts. 

 

 

 

Posts and Advertisements in which PCT is Mentioned Directly 
 

The following are examples of posts in which PCT is mentioned directly.  The first, shown 

below, indicates PCT’s application to management.i 
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Here is one aimed at showing PCT’s relevance to religious and moral thinking. 

 

 
 

This one indicates PCT’s ability to explain different types of behavior. 
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This post is a Highlight from the Your Behavior book.  It, like other posts, is aimed first at 

attracting the reader’s attention so that they read more and learn something relevant to PCT. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The following is aimed at people who have an interest in and some understanding of psychology. 
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This one is aimed at selling the book. 
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Concepts Central to PCT are Shared, but PCT is Not Mentioned 
 

The following posts introduce viewers to concepts central to PCT.  The first focuses on the 

control of perception.  It was quite popular (i.e., it had many “engagements”).ii 

 

 
 

The following post also focus on controlling or maintaining perception. 
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This one too deals with one’s own perception as well as understanding why other people do what 

they do, including their attempts to manipulate “you” (the viewer). 

 

 
 

 

The importance of one’s internal organization and structure (as conceptualized by the concept of 

autopoiesis and PCT) is introduced by this post. 
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The example shown below is aimed at encouraging viewers to actively respond to the ideas 

presented.  As with all Facebook posts, space was provided under this one for “Comments” from 

viewers along with the option for me to “Reply” to comments made – something that I often did. 
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The approach on the previous page represents a “Call-to-Action”.  Such a call can help you 

connect better with people.  The first line is aimed at catching viewers’ attention so that they feel 

compelled to read onwards to the end.  At that point they are encouraged to do what you ask in 

your call to action.iii  In addition to providing space for comments, other options provided by 

Facebook to encourage action by viewers of Ads include adding a Button labelled “Learn More”,  

“Shop Now”, “Apply Now”, “Contact Us”, “Download”, or “See Menu”.  If used, viewers who 

click on the button are then taken to a relevant URL address that you would provide.  

 

 

Other General Posts from Your Behavior 

 

In addition to posts that mention PCT or present ideas central to PCT, the business page contains 

other quotations and Highlights from Your Behavior.  For example, here is a popular one – i.e., 

popular in the sense that it was widely viewed, shared, and commented upon by viewers. 
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Direct Advertising of Your Behavior 
 

Business page users can also pay for advertisements.  Here’s one that I prepared with the help of 

the Digital Designer who I nearly always use when preparing something to post. 

 

 
 

Since this was an Ad, I included a “Learn More” button below it that was linked to the book at 

Amazon.com (i.e., at https://www.amazon.com/dp/1557789274). 

 

 

 

The Process of Preparing Posts and Advertisements 
 

Each month, I usually post two quotations with images and one Highlight from the book. 

Sometimes other posts are made of possible interest to Followers and other viewers.  Preparation 

of posts that have images go through the following process.   

 

Step 1: Choice of a quotation or theme 

 

To start, I usually go through Your Behavior to find a quote or idea to use. 

 

Step 2: Choice of an image to use 

 

Then, I use iStock to choose a suitable photo.  Going to www.iStockphoto.com, I search for 

images under the lowest cost “Essentials” category using one or more key words from the quote 

or idea.  Often, I will also include a keyword in the search such as “copy space” and/or “white 

background” to find images having suitable space and backgrounds on which to place the quote.  

I choose 3 or 4 apparently suitable images and send them and the quotation or other text chosen 

to the Digital Designer to obtain his opinion about which image is the most suitable.  Sometimes, 

if the Designer thinks that none are appropriate, he will find and suggest other images to use. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1557789274
http://www.istockphoto.com/
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Step 3: Obtain the image 

 

The image finally chosen is then ordered from iStock.  Images selected from iStock’s 

“Essentials” category cost $12.00 USD plus tax.  After downloading and saving the image, I 

send a copy of it to the online specialist. 

 

Step 3: The Digital Designer drafts a posting 

 

The Designer then prepares a draft of the quotation and image together and sends it to me.  

Sometimes he prepares two or three possibilities.  I choose one, check the text for accuracy, and 

let him know of any corrections to be made. 

 

Step 4: Post on the business page. 

 

After final agreement of the layout and accuracy of the text, I ask the Designer to post the final 

product to the business page. 

 

Step 5: Boost or advertise the post (an optional step) 

 

Posting an item to the business page does not cost anything. However, it is seen by only a small 

percentage of Followers that Facebook sends it to and by other people who visit the site  To 

ensure that all of the page’s followers see it, I have been boosting posts for a fee.  Typically, I 

will boost a post to followers and their friends for 4 days at a cost of $3.00 USD per day.  

Besides followers and their friends, Facebook provides other options for targeting recipients 

based on their interests, geographic location, and the total budget to be spent.  

 

A similar step-by-step process holds for preparing traditional advertisements for use on 

Facebook. 

 

 

Feedback from Facebook 

 

Facebook provides feedback about the results of posts that are boosted (which they call Ads). 

 

For example, one of the more successful posts boosted so far (i.e., the “crooked picture” drawing 

shown earlier on page 6 of this paper), had the following feedback: 

 

• Reach: 85,024 people 

• Post Engagement: 20,101 (this shows how many actions were taken by viewers) 

• Cost per Post Engagement: $0.002USD (out of a total of $40.00USD spent) 

• Link Clicks: 142 (these took viewers to my website richardpfau.com) 

• Photo clicks: 9,791 (these took viewers to the business page) 

• Comments: 7 (i.e., written responses by viewers of the post) 

• Shares: 24 (when viewers shared the post with their online contacts). 
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Followers 

 

The business page has over 1,700 followers.  Followers are people who routinely see business 

page postings but who are not directly linked to my personal Facebook page as friends. 

 

Any viewer who sees a posting has the option to indicate whether they “Like” or “Love” what 

they see.  As shown below, Facebook indicates the names of those who click on “Like”, “Love”, 

or another category, and provides an option to invite those who respond to become followers.   

 

 
 

When the business page was set up during 2017, it had no followers.  So, I paid money and 

boosted my postings to reach people and to obtain “Like” and “Love” responses from them.  At 

first those targeted were people in the USA, Canada, and the U.K. who had an interest in 

psychology, human behavior, and changing their behavior.  I invited those who clicked “Love” 

to be a follower.  Many accepted and the number of followers grew over time. Now-a-days, I 

invite all those who click either “Like” or “Love” on a posting to become a follower if they are 

not one already, and I sometimes target a worldwide distribution. 
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Responding to Viewer Comments 
 

Some viewers provide written reactions to a post.  I often respond by liking what they have 

written, by providing more information including relevant PCT-related ideas, and sometimes by 

mentioning the book Your Behavior as an additional source of information.  Comments not 

relevant to the post or otherwise inappropriate are “hidden” by me and are not viewable by 

others.  Hiding inappropriate comments is an optional feature of Facebook, rarely used. 

 

 

Costs 
 

Costs of setting up the business page were several hundred dollars, paid to the Digital Designer 

that I use.  I also pay the Designer a fee each month to help me prepare and post quotations and 

Highlights. 

 

Images from iStock, a good source of photos, usually cost $12.00 USD plus tax.  These are 

chosen by searching iStock’s images in their lowest cost “Essential” category.  

 

When a posting is made, Facebook automatically provides it to a small percentage of followers.  

To ensure that nearly all followers see a post, I usually “boost” it for 4 days at $3.00 USD a day.  

Posting are also sometime sent to other special target groups that may have an interest -- for 

example, to friends of followers, or to people identified by Facebook who have an interest in 

understanding behavior, changing behavior, psychology, religion, or management. 

 

I also have one advertisement of the Your Behavior book running on Facebook for a cost of 

$1.00 per day.  You can see it below  A click on the link labeled “Learn More” takes viewers to 

an Amazon.com site at which the book can be bought (i.e., at 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1557789274). 

 

 
 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1557789274
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Such boosting and advertisements result in modest sales of Your Behavior.  Importantly, 

however, they continue to spread the word about PCT and its ideas to a broad audience within 

the USA and other countries around the world. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

One way to spread the word about PCT is by using Facebook.  This paper illustrates a “soft” 

approach for doing so – “soft” in the sense that it is somewhat informal rather than presented in a 

typically academic, “hard science” manner.iv 

 

If you are interested in setting up a Facebook business page or website to possibly promote PCT 

including publications or papers related to PCT, and feel that you don’t have the expertise or 

time to do so, you might use a specialist to help you, as I did.  If you have trouble finding 

someone to help, feel free to contact me and I’ll provide contact information for the Digital 

Designer that I use.  

 

Finally, to help promote PCT and its key concepts, you are free to use any of the posts contained 

in this paper or on my Facebook business page (i.e., at Facebook.com/AuthorRichardPfau/).  

Also, if you have any questions about this paper and my experience with Facebook, don’t 

hesitate to contact me at richardhpfau@gmail.com/. 
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Endnotes 
 

 
i Fred Nickols has a website at https://nickols.us/ that deals extensively with the application of 

PCT to management, training, and human performance practices. 

 
ii “Engagements” refer to actions taken by viewers such as indicating likes, making comments, 

sharing the post, clicks leading to my business page, and clicks on a Learn More button that led 

to the Your Behavior book on Amazon.com. 
 
iii Looking now at this post, I realize that I could have been more explicit in asking for action by 

adding some words at the end such as “Feel free to share your thoughts below.” 

 
iv Warren Mansell uses another approach on Twitter (at https://twitter.com/iapct) that you may 

want to look at if you are not already familiar with it.  I’ve found a number of useful 

publications, papers, and ideas by going to this Twitter site. 
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